VAMPS
A manifesto of
Monstrosity
The current Christian age cloaks itself in the masque of secularism. Popular western culture
presents history and its past in such a way that believers have built up a dichotomy between the
zealous, religious past of crusade warfare. Saint’s relics and a secular present of Prime Ministers
and neoliberal capitalism. This is the lie that we have all been fed. The medieval period is used
as a catch all phrase to include everything “primitive”, Christian and violent.
The glaring untruths of the current Christian ideology can only be apprehended one piece at a
time. The 19th and 20th Centuries reveal in cinema, literature and visual arts that no other time
period is as pre-occupied with imagined demons, torture, zealous mysticism and cults of
authority. If a celebrity gets a new tattoo, waves of followers flock to their local ink-parish and
receive the blessing of the head of someone else’s dead bulldog on their thighs. Passion is
upheld as the highest value in political democracy and faith in the strength of belief often
elects politicians whom we don’t like very much (save Master Sanders of House Vermont and
Duke of Brooklyn). “Geek culture” has replaced the cult of relics and people choose their
favourite icons and buy miniature statues, sacred texts, signatures and sometimes hairs or other
corporeal remains attached to these celebrities. The cult of Elvis is nothing less than a rock and
roll cult of sanctity.
The most disingenuous of all untruths upheld by the Christian world order is that Atheism is a
contemporary phenomenon and that there were no un-believers before modernity. This is how
contemporary Western powers mask their own Christian pretenses. The medieval period is one of
incredible disbelief. In the early period, pagan myths and legends had to be used to create
local saints throughout Europe because Christian theology did not appeal to most Pagans.
Many would resent my use of the term Pagan. “Pagan” has the same negative valence today as
it did for the patriarchal church order in the early centuries. The term still generically refers to
countless vastly differing belief systems that are Christianoform in scope. Is there a way to reappropriate Paganism from the establishment?
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NO.
This manifesto discards the old systems of parody and opposition.
We discard Satan and We discard the gods of Europe.
We discard Internet Atheism, which is often nothing but a group of teenage boys who have just
discovered how to disbelieve and presume that it gives them social and intellectual advantages
over the rest of society. Pretentious and un-provable like Christianity.
We flagellate all of my own religious theology. Pretentious WASTE of TIME.
Thanks for reading,
Did we waste your time?
Perhaps you’ve been converted.

Love=blood=life=

VAMPS.
Neither the Victorians nor the Medievals can match the current obsession with blood, pain, mysticism and
monstrosity.

This MANIFESTO
DEMANDS MONSTROSITY
GIANTS, CYNOCEPHALI,
ANTHROPOPHAGI, SUCCUBI,
INCUBI, CHANGELINGS,
CYNOMOLGI, REVENANTS, SERPENTS, LAMIA,
WEREWOLVES,
GOLEMS (and their paper scroll souls),

WILD BODIES
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VAMPS.
THIS PLACE IS RESERVED ONLY FOR THESE.
MONSTROSITY>humanity

WELCOME TO THE
SECOND CYBORG
1
AGE
HAIL to Anton LaVey and his SATIRICAL
SATANISTS
For they have given a language of parody to
religion
HAIL Pope Francis for taking his faith to task for
its HYPOCRISY AND PERVERSION
HAIL SATAN
HAIL SATAN
HAIL SATAN
HAIL PAN for shattering divisions between the
BEAST and man
HAIL the BACCHAE for ripping things to

shreds
DAMN ZEUS for an inherited cult of rape
enshrined in western values
DAMN
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The first would be the production of James Cameron’s Terminator 2
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THOSE who CHOOSE to build a
WAR of CULTURES
HAIL THE WWE FOR A FUNNNNN TIME
HAIL FANTOMAS for the modernist cult of
villainy
HAIL DAVID LYNCH for the lucidity of his vision
as a seer and prophet of the modern world.
HAIL MARILYN MANSON, DAVID BOWIE,
DANI FILTH, and PAGAN METAL because I
LIKE them.
HAIL BERNIE
HAIL BERNIE
HAIL BERNIE
ONLY he can BEGIN to dismantle the CHAINS of
SOCIETY and CULTURE
DAMN THE PHONIES
THEM
FOR THEY SMELL OF
PHONINESS (delicious, sweet)
THE HOUND OF JUSTICE
CAN SMELL THE PHONIES FROM MILES
AWAY
WE TIE THEM TO THE END OF OUR SALTY
ROPE AND THROW THEM INTO

DUSTY

DORITO’S KETCHUP
THE PHONIES
DAMN THEM

DAM
N PHONIES
DAMN A
LL
DA
MN ALL
DAM
N ALL
I HAVE A GIANT SALTY PIT OUTSIDE
THEY WILL TASTE OF MY SALT
OR THEY WILL RECANT THEIR
PHONINESS
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AND BE PUNISHED
MAKE THEM BLEED OR EAT VINEGAR
FRIES

OR WINE
FILL (and crush) THEM WITH

GARLIC

AND STUFF THEM UP

PERSONAL

FOR MY

TAXIDERMY

COLLECTION

(KEEP IT IN
DAWSON CITY)
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THERE IS TO BE
NONE AUCTORITAS
BUT
—THE POPE OF PAIN—
NO OTHER MAY RISE
TO THE SEATS
NOR SPEAK FROM THE PULPIT

OF SODOM AND GOMMORAH.
L.R, V (Lord Ruthveinn, Vampire) March 2016
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